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Over 30 years experience in development, homologation, training and commercialisation of components and systems for gaseous fuel propulsion

- LPG  Liquefied Petroleum Gas
- CNG  Compressed Natural Gas
- LNG  Liquefied Natural Gas
- Biogas
- H$_2$  Hydrogen

on:
- engines
- on-road vehicles Light Duty and Heavy Duty
- off-road vehicles & non-road applications
- vehicle repair workshops
**Activities**

**RAP Clean Vehicle Technology** is active in the following fields

- Training
- Consultancy
- Supply of Infrastructure
- Supply of test equipment

All however specifically related to the gaseous fuels LPG, CNG, LNG, Biogas and Hydrogen.
Training
RAP Clean Vehicle Technology offers training on different levels and can cover all aspects of the gaseous fuels LPG, CNG, LNG, Biogas and Hydrogen including technical training, conversion training and safety training. RAP offers generic training sessions, in-company- or product specific training sessions. Where required the training can be examined and/or a certified.

Consultancy
RAP Clean Vehicle Technology offers consultancy in a wide range, however specifically related to the gaseous fuels LPG, CNG, LNG, Biogas and Hydrogen. Consultancy can include component selection or system design, but also national or international homologation support for those fuel systems. Next to this RAP offers consultancy in the field of vehicle repair workshops, infrastructure (virtual pipeline or refueling equipment) and/or accident investigation. Last but not least, RAP Clean Vehicle Technology can offer market research and feasibility studies for components, systems or infrastructure.

Equipment Supply
For development projects or prototype vehicles RAP Clean Vehicle Technology can supply the components needed to build those vehicles. For serial production RAP can bring you in contact with different component- or system-suppliers.
For further information:
Please contact Mr. Gert-Jan Rap

www.rap.ac
www.rap-cis.com
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Beekstraat 8-A
NL – 7227 NC Toldijk
Tel. : +31 (0)575 45 15 13
Mob. : +31 (0)6 125 193 67
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